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Membership Matters
We are delighted to welcome Arthur Westerhoff as a new member. Arthur joined the
Tigers in June 1940 and was with them until late 1941, serving as an LAC in the armament
section. After 74 he joined Training Command at Harwell then Bomber Command at RAF
Snaith. Following this he was at Leuchars, Turnberry and in 1943 at Limavady in Northern
Ireland. As D Day approached Arthur was posted to Manston (where he had served with 74)
but was then sent to India before being demobbed in 1946. He reinlisted in 1961 as an
Aerospace Systems Operator serving at Trimingham, Hendon, Kenley, Stanmore Park, Hong
Kong, Cyprus, Malta and West Drayton before leaving the RAF for a second time in 1976
with the rank of Sergeant.
Of his time with 74 Arthur writes:
"I joined 74
Squadron at RAF Hornchurch in early June 1940 when it
had been busy with intruders over London and on escort
duties over the Channel and that had been good training
for what was about to happen. There had been plenty of
activity and it was gradually increasing until the squadron
was in the thick of it. We did not know it then but this
was the start of the Battle of Britain. I was an armourer
and a member of the ground staff but I feel a sense of
pride that I was a member of the team and of course a
member of 74 Tiger Squadron commanded by the great
Sailor Malan (who we knew as Maxi). A few weeks later
when things had quietened down the squadron moved up to
RAF Kirton-in-Lindsey in Lincolnshire for a well earned
rest. We flew up in a Bombay transport aircraft so that
we could be there before the squadron arrived. It was an
experience as the Bombay was canvas covered and much
different to the aeroplanes of today. We then moved

down to Coltishall in Norfolk just outside Norwich. There we met up with Douglas Bader's
242 Squadron flying Hurricanes. We had a quiet time at Coltishall compared with 242 who
flew to Duxford each day and bagged a lot of enemy aircraft down there, flying back to
Coltishall each evening. We were pretty peeved seeing them do their victory rolls over
Coltishall and we were glad to move down to Biggin Hill. (That's me on the front of the
bike at Biggin with another squadron armourer behind whose name escapes me!). Biggin
was a dawn to dusk operation with plenty of action from us and the Germans. The station
was attacked almost every day at breakfast and lunchtime - known as nuisance raids - but
one day a disaster occurred when a bomb hit a shelter holding about 40 WAAFs and they
were all killed. We were operational at Manston nearer to the coast as well for quite a few
months and then moved on to Gravesend where I left the Tigers.
I always have a special thoughts for P/O Chesters, P/O Stephen and F/O Mungo Park from
those days as they were the ones I mostly worked with. I helped to re-arm their aircraft
on many occasions when they returned from combat. During those brief moments we were
all too busy for conversation and the Intelligence Officer would probably be there to debrief them anyway. Mungo Park in particular would sometimes visit the ground crew and I
remember him coming over in a small sports car with another officer although I can't
remember whether he was driving or the passenger. He gave us Players cigarettes and the
rigger filled the car up with 100 octane fuel! We all admired him so much. He was outgoing,
strong, friendly and a brilliant and brave fighter pilot. After Malan he was Number 2
alongside Stephen and Freeborn. When he was shot down we as ground crew had no
information and operations just carried on as normal. We missed him."
Peter Osborn was a Tengah Tiger who served with the squadron between December 1969
and September 1971 as an SAC line mechanic with a short time on the fuel leak team. As
with all Tigers Peter has many memories of his time on 74, including the day an aircraft
caught fire on the line one lunchtime and his running back from the Education Centre to help
push the Lightnings either side of it clear of the flames. Prior to 74 he was on Victor
maintenance at Wittering and on the Andover line at Abingdon. Post-74 Peter was back at
Abingdon on Belfast structures, then the XV Squadron Buccaneer line at Laarbruch and in
the Buccaneer bays at Honington and Lossiemouth. Promoted to Chief Tech, from 1983 he
was on 208 Squadron at Lossie and then with the Buccaneer Engineering Authority at High
Wycombe until his retirement in 1989 after 23 years service.
Bob Archer is a respected aviation journalist and historian and we are pleased to welcome
him as an Associate Member. 74 Squadron, he says, is his favourite RAF squadron and given
he has a special interest in the Lightning and Phantom it is not difficult to guess why!

Farewells
Geoffrey Taylor, who was a Senior Technician at Coltishall 1960 – 1961, died on 6th
February.

Sid Simpson and his wife Lesley pictured here have been ever present at Reunions over the
years and all those who got to know them will have been saddened by the news of Sid's
death in October after suffering a stroke. Sid had been incapacitated by a previous stroke
in August 1999 from which he made an amazing recovery in true Tiger style to be able to
resume life and explore new avenues and acquire new skills. He may not have been as nimble
as he had once been (he ran the Squadron football team at Tengah) but his mind became
sharper than ever as he embraced new disciplines including poetry, story writing and
painting (one of which he presented your Secretary with some years ago and which hangs
proudly on my study wall). When he died Sid was learning how to master his computer and
the story of his and Lesley's time in Singapore with the Tigers (which we have been
featuring in the last two issues of Tiger News and which continues in this one) was all
written on his PC. He was a charming individual with a ready smile, a fund of jokes and
anecdotes galore. He was always planning new adventures - at one time his ambition was to
walk the Inca Trail in Peru to raise money for the Stroke Association and he talked about it
often although whether it was his doctor or his family who dissuaded him from being quite
so ambitious I'm not sure! But that was the measure of the man that we in the Association
always recognised - planning ahead, a determination not to be daunted by anything, pride in
the squadron, proud of his colleagues from the Lightning era and always pleased to be in
their company. Sid was with the Tigers between 1967 and 1969 as an airframe fitter on

second line servicing and holding the rank of Corporal. His total RAF career spanned 22
years and when he retired in May 1981 he was a Chief Technician. Other than 74 at
Leuchars and Tengah Sid was also with 23 Sqn at Leuchars, the TTS at Sylt (Germany), the
MSU at Kinloss, 203 Sqn in Malta and on the line at Brize Norton.

We also sadly have to record the death of Charles
Godwin of Horton Heath, Eastleigh, who died on
November 13th aged 93. Charles was a Tiger
between October 13th 1940 and September 11th
1941 and so would have been with the squadron at
Biggin Hill, Manston, Gravesend, Acklington and
Llanbedr. He was a Fitter IIE with the rank of
Corporal whilst with 74. Charles is one of the very
courageous band of men who fought for their
country between 1939 and 1945. The fact that
they belonged to squadrons such as 74 where the
'esprit de corps' and camaraderie was so tangible
was very important to them as individuals and
played a large part in helping them to cope with
the situation into which they had been thrust.
That is reflected I think in their pride in the
squadron and the Association. We are proud to
have had them as members.

Tim Cohu, who was a Flight Commander under Bill Maish at Leuchars, died on 22nd
January. Seen here from those days are, from the left, Al Morgan, Jim Throgmorton (US
exchange officer), Terry Maddern, Bill Maish, Tim Cohu and Bob Turbin.

Ian Papworth`s photo collection
Ian Papworth's son David has been sorting through his late father's photographs and has
put those relating to his time in the RAF on the internet. Most seem to have been taken in
the latter half of the 50s and early 60s and you can see them at
http://picasaweb.google.co.uk/britbrat56/IanPapworthsRAFPhotos
and
http://picasaweb.google.co.uk/britbrat1956
There are places and faces which David has been trying to identify and he would be very
interested to know whether you can help him out. If you can, contact him through the
website or via the Association.

Spitfire ZP-C
Remember
the
account in the last
Tiger News of the
model made by Es
George as part of
the Tiger Museum
Raffle prize list?
The winner, Roy
Smith, travelled up
to High Wycombe
so that Es could
present it to him as
seen
here.
The
Spitfire is based on
the one which John
Freeborn
flew
during the Battle of
Britain and beyond.

*
The 2010 Reunion
We were back in Stratford upon Avon for this year's reunion and despite some unexpected
and very inconvenient problems with access in the hotel, 93 of our members enjoyed
themselves over the weekend as the photographs on the next two pages show. A couple of
special thank-yous are called for - to Ian Black for his presentation on the Lightning as part
of our 50th anniversary celebration of the introduction of the type into RAF operational
service by 74: and to all those who brought prizes for the raffle, making it the biggest we
have yet had and which raised £350 for the museum fund. A presentation was made during
the evening to John Crow to thank him for the work he has done and continues to do on the
finest Association website around. And we were particularly pleased to welcome some new
faces to the reunion - Arthur and Lai-Wing Westerhoff, Geoff Ratcliffe, Chris and Evelyn
Stott, Julia Doidge, Sue McNamara, Pete Williams, Bob Archer, Es and Ruth George and Bob
and Janice Wiseman. Our guest of honour once again was Wg Cdr John Freeborn DFC*.
Prior to the dinner we held our AGM, the full minutes of which are available on request but
which are summarised here.
•

The Treasurer's report was presented by Rhod Smart and the accounts show that
the Association is in a healthy financial position. The Museum Fund now stands at
£5,829. The City of Norwich Aviation Museum, with whom we are working to set up
our museum and on whose site it will be, are close to agreeing a move to the airport
side of the new road around the north of Norwich (which is delaying our moving

•

•

•
•

•

forward with the project) and they are continuing to work with Norwich City and
Norfolk County Councils on this as well as on the formulation of a bid for lottery
funding. The road itself has been approved and funding for it is at the time of
writing largely in place although no start date has yet been announced.
Webmaster John Crow outlined the steady development of the website and his plans
for the future. There are an increasing number of hits worldwide on the site and
entries in the guestbook continue to grow with people using it as a conduit for their
own research into family members who served as Tigers.
A limited edition print of a 74 Squadron Lightning by Simon Mumford is to be
produced, signed by pilots and sold as a means of fund raising for the museum.
Further fund raising will be undertaken by Nigel Champken-Woods (Woody) who will
be making a sponsored MG classic car run during 2011 linking all the UK bases at
which the Tigers were stationed from 1918 - 2000 (with the exception of those in
Northern Ireland). A prize of £100 will be offered for the closest estimate of the
total mileage covered. Full details to follow.
Dave Roome has offered to take care of the squadron diaries, some of which are in a
sorry state and he will explore the possibility of their restoration.
2011 will mark the 50th Anniversary of the NATO Tiger Association and as founder
members we will be invited to participate in the Tiger Meet to be held at RAF
Fairford in July. There will also be a Meet at Cambrai later in the year which we will
be given the opportunity of visiting. Once again, full details to follow.
Date of the next AGM - Saturday March 5th 2011 at 4.00pm

From the left, new members Geoff Ratcliffe
and Arthur Westerhoff with regular
attendee Ted Mansfield.

New member Chris Stott with his wife Evelyn

John Crow with his presentation Lightning print & Tony Dixon raises a glass to absent
friends

Three Tigresses - Angela Cordell,
Josephine Smith and Irene Skinner
- widows of wartime Tiger pilots
Jim Cordell, Arthur Smith and Bill
Skinner.

Always anticipated at a Reunion are the few words from
our Guest of Honour, Wg Cdr John Freeborn DFC*. who
always finds a new story to tell us of his experiences.

Royal Flying Corps Monthly Safety Report
With many thanks to Doug Tidy for passing this on to me . These safety tips are
excerpts from a Royal Flying Corps monthly safety report signed by Colonel C. St.
John-Culbertson, Royal Flying Corps and is dated 21st December 1917. The
document was published by the Daedalian Foundation and it makes slightly
incredulous reading! The photos from the Association archive are of accidents to
74’s aircraft and don't relate to those mentioned in the text.

INTRODUCTION. Another good month.
In all a total of 35 accidents were
reported, only six of which were
avoidable. These represented a marked
improvement over the month of November
during which 84 accidents occurred of
which
23
were
avoidable.
This
improvement, no doubt, is the result of
experienced pilots with over 100 hours in
the air forming the backbone of all units.
SUMMARY OF ACCIDENTS. Avoidable
Accidents. There were six avoidable
accidents this last month.
1] The pilot of a Shorthorn, with over 7
hours of experience, seriously damaged
the undercarriage on landing. He had
failed to land at as fast a speed as
possible as recommended in the Aviation
Pocket Handbook.
2] A B.E.2 stalled and crashed during an
artillery exercise. The pilot had been
struck on the head by the semaphore of
his observer who was signalling to the gunners.
3] Another pilot in a B.E.2 failed to get airborne. He was attempting to fly at mid-day
instead of at the recommended best lift periods which are just after dawn and just before
sunset.
4] A Longhorn pilot lost control and crashed in a bog near Chipping Sodbury. This was an
error of skill on the part of the pilot in not being able to control a machine with a wide
speed band of 10 MPH between top speed and stalling speed.
5] While low flying in a Shorthorn the pilot crashed into the top deck of a horse drawn bus
near Stonehenge.
6] A B.E.2 pilot was seen to be attempting a banked turn at a constant height before he
crashed. A grave error by an experienced pilot.

SUMMARY OF ACCIDENTS. Unavoidable Accidents. There were twenty nine unavoidable
accidents from which the following are selected:
1] The top wing of a Camel fell off due to fatigue failure of the flying wires. A successful
emergency landing was carried out.
2] Sixteen B.E.2s and nine Shorthorns had complete engine failures. A marked improvement
over November.
3] Pigeons destroyed a Camel and two Longhorns after mid-air strikes.
COST OF ACCIDENTS. Accidents during the last three months of 1917 cost £317/10/6d ,
money down the drain and sufficient to buy new gaiters and spurs for each and every pilot
observer in the Service.
ACCIDENT BRIEFS
1] No. 912 Squadron. 3rd December 1917.
Pilot Lt. J. Smyth-Worthington,
Total Solo - 4 hours 20 minutes.

Aircraft type: B.E.2C, No. KY678,
Solo in type – 1 hour 10 minutes

The pilot of this flying machine attempted to maintain his altitude in a turn at 2,500 feet.
This resulted in the airplane entering an unprecedented manoeuvre, entailing a considerable
loss of height. Even with full power applied and the control column fully back the pilot was
unable to regain control. However, upon climbing from the cockpit onto the lower mainplane
the pilot managed to correct the machine's altitude and by skilful manipulation of the flying
wires successfully side-slipped into a nearby meadow.
Remarks. Although, through inexperience, this pilot allowed his aeroplane to enter an
unusual attitude, his resourcefulness in eventually landing without damage has earned him a
unit citation.
2] No. 847 Squadron. 19th December 1917.
Pilot Capt. ***
Total solo - 107 hours.

Aircraft Type: Spotter Balloon J17983.
Solo in type - 32 hours 10 minutes.

Capt * * * of the Hussars, a balloon observer, unfortunately allowed the spike of his fulldress helmet to impinge against the envelope of his balloon. There was a violent explosion
and the balloon carried out a series of fantastic and uncontrollable manoeuvres while rapidly
emptying itself of gas. The pilot was thrown clear and escaped injury as he was lucky enough
to land on his head.
Remarks. This pilot was flying in full-dress uniform because he was the Officer of the Day.
In consequence it has been recommended that pilots will not fly during periods of duty as
Officer of the Day. Captain* * * has requested an exchange posting to the Patrouville Alps,
a well known mule unit of the Basques.
3] October 1917. Major W. de Kitkag-Watney's Nieuport Scout was extensively damaged
when it failed to become airborne. The original Court of Inquiry found that the primary

cause of the accident was carelessness and poor airmanship on the part of a very
experienced pilot. The Commandant General, however, not being wholly convinced that Major
de Kitkag-Watney could be guilty of so culpable a mistake ordered that the court should be
reconvened. After extensive inquiries and lengthy discussions with the Meteorological
Officer and Astronomer Royal, the Court came to the conclusion that the pilot
unfortunately was authorised to fly his aircraft on a day when there was absolutely no lift in
the air and could not be held responsible for the accident.
Remarks. The Court wishes to take this opportunity to extend congratulations to Major de
Kitkag-Watney on his reprieve and also on his engagement to the Commandant General’s
daughter which was announced shortly before the accident.

FLYING SAFETY TIPS
Horizontal Turns. To take a turn the pilot should always remember to sit upright otherwise
he will increase the banking of the aeroplane. He should never lean over.
Crash Precautions. Every pilot should understand the serious consequences of trying to turn
with the engine off. It is much safer to crash into a house when going forward than to
sideslip or stall a machine with engine trouble.
Safety Belts. Passengers should always use these as the pilot may start stunting without
warning. Never release the belt while in the air or when nosed down to land.
Engine Noises. Upon the detection of a knock, grind, rattle or squeak the engine should be
at once stopped. Knocking or grinding accompanied by a squeak indicates binding and a lack
of lubricant.

And whilst on the subject of Flight Safety……the US First Marine Air Wing had this write
up in their safety publication, Wing Tips, of an AAR board's comments some 40 years ago:
It was conceded by all that the pilot had accomplished a brilliant piece of work in landing his
disabled machine without damage under the circumstances. It is not with intent to reflect
less credit upon his airmanship, but it must be noted that he is a well experienced aviator
with over 40 total hours in the air, embracing a wide variety of machines, and this was his
seventh forced landing due to complete failure of the engine. It was doubly unfortunate
that upon alighting from his machine he missed the catwalk on the lower airfoil and plunged
both legs through the fabric, straddling a rib, from which he received a grievous personal
injury……
*

Singapore Part 3 - by Sid Simpson.
Sid continues with his account of life with a young family in the Far East.
One of my other unusual tasks for the squadron was to build the traditional Christmas bar.
This annual event at Tengah allowed each section on the station to create its own bar within
its buildings. My records showed that I had trained as a carpenter so I was given the job of
converting the designated room into a working bar for Christmas Eve. The competition was
to be judged by the station commander a
week before Christmas.
I was given an empty room in the hangar
previously used for storage of empty spares
boxes. Our first task was to find the
necessary tools and materials and come up
with a plan. A visit to the station refuse tip
answered most of our concerns for there
were plenty of long empty wooden boxes
from which, with tools from our own stores
department, we were soon building bench
seats on both sides of the room. The theme
was to be an Austrian Bar with a long table
down the middle and bench seats on each
side. We screwed a window shaped frame to
a wall at one end creating the impression of
a large window overlooking snow covered
mountains. One of the squadron pilots,
Simon Bostock, was an accomplished artist
and he kindly agreed to paint what was a
beautiful snow scene within the frame prior
to the window being glazed with a large
sheet of Perspex. The table down the middle

of the room was made of long four inch planks with all the edges chipped away like an old
world timber beam. Some clear yacht varnish was applied to the well-sanded planks and
supports giving an authentic appearance and feel to this cool drinking den. A small bar in a
corner was soon constructed with the same material. Tins of Tiger beer were of course very
popular with the lads so a healthy stock was kept nice and cool just in case the barrels ran
dry.
Once the competition had been judged, all hell was let loose as celebrations by the winning
bar and the others just visiting the winners got underway. Some of the creations were
outstanding and we were very pleased to be judged in second place. The winning bar was the
station Supply Section with unlimited resources to construct a casino with huge plastic
dice and roulette tables - all very plush and worthy winners we all thought.
Our C.O. Ken Goodwin was a very sociable man and a real motivator. He was so pleased at
our effort and coming second that he had an opening night exclusively for the airmen of
74 Squadron who had worked on the project. The night of the 19th December was chosen
although I couldn't attend as our baby was due very soon. I stayed at home on standby - a
good job I did as things started to move at 4.30 pm on this sticky afternoon
Lesley’s hospital case was packed and ready to go. We made her comfortable in the rear
seat of our car. It was about six miles to the hospital and would take about 45 minutes. We
arrived safely after a good drive without any delays.
'A baby girl,' said Lesley as she held our new treasure in a white wrap for me to see and
hold. We decided very quickly on a name. Jane it was to be for this sister for Simon. Lesley
stayed in the hospital for ten days while I, with the help of several kind neighbours, looked
after Simon who was now almost 15 months old.
Jane had been born in the month of the monsoon season which so far had not arrived. The
season usually lasted from December to March and produced ferocious storms and floods
This period was very humid and sticky. Ceiling fans had to be switched on and mosquito
repellent cream liberally smeared on. Around the bungalow was a monsoon drain, a shallow
trench about 6 inches deep with a cement base which ran down to the outer fence to feed
into a main drain capable in turn of feeding all the street water down to a massive drain
which was between the two carriageways of the Bukit Temah road. This system worked very
well unless you were unfortunate enough to fall into the torrent of fast flowing water.
Children and animals were at high risk so great care was taken in the monsoon seasons.
The back fence to our bungalow was six feet high and the wooded area behind the fence
was a rubber plantation. Often men or women could be observed emptying white sap from
the V-shaped scars on the trunks into small cups. They then poured them into larger
containers of rubber sap.
The bungalow had large folding front doors with metal external security doors which opened
fully to give a good view of the kids playing on the front lawn. The floors were tiled for
coolness and easy cleaning. The three bedrooms all had ceiling fans as did the long lounge

which had two fans and which could be divided into a lounge diner with a table at the far end
and a comfortable three-piece opposite the television . Cleaning was simple for our armah,
Mary. Armah’s were employed to do housework because of the heat and humid conditions.
All service personnel used these workers who were paid by the RAF and recruited locally.
The ministry insisted on this arrangement due to the tropical conditions which were
extremely difficult for European people. Our girl, Mary, was from the local village of a
Malaysian family who soon became familiar with our children and the standard of cleanliness
we expected. She would move all the furniture into one room then flood the floors with
water before scrubbing them on her knees. She also did the washing and ironing for Lesley
but all cooking and child care was carried out by myself or Lesley. Occasionally Mary would
babysit for us when required and only then did we pay her any money which we made sure
was plentiful as she was one of a poor family. Mary became a very good friend to our
children and we valued her highly.
We men were given a monthly ration of 24 cans of Tiger beer which I kept for visitors or
the many parties we attended around the estate or with other friends. All service personnel
were allocated these monthly rations to assist in their recommended intake of fluids. Our
kitchen was quite small with a fridge, a small electric cooker and sink and a few wall
cupboards. The rear door led to the washroom and another shower room. One of our
treasured purchases was a liquidiser which was part of the package and came with our
Kenwood Chef which Lesley used for making cool drinks and the children’s food. Vegetables
could be mixed and reduced to liquid form enabling the kids to manage eating more
comfortably. Fruit could also be mixed and reduced to produce fresh ice cold drinks with ice
from the fridge.
A nearby Chinese men’s shop fascinated me. It was a small men’s outfitters specialising in
shirts and trousers. The shirts were all in racks as we have in UK , the difference being
that on request your neck, arm and shoulder measurements were taken and a well tailored
garment found to fit you perfectly including the colour and design of your choice.
.
Another favourite place of ours was “The Troika”, a Russian restaurant specialising in beef
steaks, kebabs of lamb and roast vegetables. Access to this restaurant was via the top floor
of a multi story car park off Orchard Road The ambiance of the place provided a certain
mystique. We felt very comfortable at the dimly lit tables. The furniture was dark and
heavy red drapes covered the windows. Each table had a thick white candle burning in the
centre of the table top. Another special evening out was at the open air theatre of
Singapore where we had the great pleasure of seeing Eartha Kitt. Unfortunately the night
we saw her, outside the theatre there was some racial unrest in the form of a noisy protest
over a delicate political matter but this didn’t stop this iconic star from signing autographs
after the show at the stage entrance
I will always remember the daily routine of driving to Tengah, soaking up the sunshine and
the tropical stickiness as well as the acrid smell of aviation fuel as the aircraft came and
went on missions far away in the skies above. I will never forget that hot smell and the
noises - such as the sound of the compressor blades loosening off during their cooling down
sequence inside the tight compression chambers of the engines. These blades were vital to

the aircraft’s performance and regularly underwent intense scrutiny by specialists from our
engine department. Avoiding flocks of birds was critical during take off as a stray bird
getting sucked into the intake of these delicate turbines could and would destroy an engine
as well as the aircraft The bird would feel a bit shaken too!.

74 Squadron at Tengah in 1968. Sid is in there somewhere - as are other Tengah
Tigers who are in the Association today.

When it came to the end of our tour we were asked for our preferred choice of station in
the UK. Our choice was Kinloss, quite near to Lesley’s parents in Grantown-on Spey and we
were delighted to be given this. But our repatriation was to be delayed due to Lesley
declaring her third pregnancy. Yes, I was to become a dad again!
To be concluded in the next issue.

